Modeling Population Density Using a New Index Derived from Multi-Sensor Image Data
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Abstract: The detailed information about the spatial distribution of the population is crucial for analyzing economic growth, environmental change, and natural disaster damage. Using the nighttime light (NTL) imagery for population estimation has been a topic of interest in recent decades. However, the effectiveness of NTL data in population estimation has been impeded by some limitations such as the blooming effect and underestimation in rural regions. To overcome these limitations, we combine the NPP-VIIRS day/night band (DNB) data with normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and land surface temperature (LST) data derived from the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Terra satellite, to create a new vegetation temperature light population index (VTLPI). A statistical model is developed to predict 250m grid-level population density based on the proposed VTLPI and the least square regression approach. After that, a case study is implemented using the data of Sichuan Province, China in 2015, and the results indicates that the VTLPI-estimated population density outperformed the results from other two methods based on nighttime light imagery or human settlement index, and the three publicized population products, LandScan, WorldPop, and GPW. When using the census data as reference, the mean relative error and median absolute relative error on a township level are 0.29 and 0.12, respectively, and the root-mean-square error is 212 persons/km². The results show that our VTLPI-based model can achieve a better estimation of population density in rural areas and urban suburbs and characterize more spatial variations at 250m grid level both in both urban and rural areas. The resultant population density offers better population exposure data for assessing natural disaster risk and loss as well as other related applications.
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1. Introduction

Population is one of the most explicit indicators for characterizing human activities, and thus, population data are extensively used in the fields of ecological and environmental modeling, urban planning, public health assessment, and resource development [1–4]. Accurate and detailed information of the spatial patterns of population density is an important part of disaster risk management [1,5], and spatial superposition analysis of the strength of natural hazard factors such as seismic intensity and the elements at risk such as population exposure is a key step in risk assessment of various natural disasters [5]. Hence, it is necessary for emergency rescue and disaster relief to access quality data of population exposure in disaster situations.

Census data are currently the most available population data usually being captured based on administrative units. Despite their authoritativeness, some limitations have hampered the usefulness
of population census data. First, the census method is time-consuming and extremely expensive, and consequently population census work can only be conducted in every specific years [6]. For instance, the Chinese government conducts countrywide population census regularly every 10 years, and 1% population sampling survey is usually conducted between the two census times. The latest countrywide census work and sampling survey in China were finished in 2010 and 2015, respectively. Second, because the census data are usually collected on administrative units, they cannot provide spatially explicit details, which are necessary to describe the spatial distribution of human population in the administrative units [7–9]. Third, it often happens that the study area for a specific study is inconsistent with the census boundary and consequently spatial mismatching problems have arisen when the census data are adopted in these applications [10]. The spatial mismatching presents a persistent problem in geography, planning, hazard analysis and other fields [11]. Finally, due to the change of unit boundaries among different census years, the temporal inconsistency problem may exist, which impedes demographic temporal comparison and analysis [12–14].

With the development of new technologies such as geographic information systems (GIS) and remote sensing, alternative methods have been developed to disaggregate the census data [8,15]. Among them, areal weighting and dasymetric methods are the most widely used ones. As for the areal weighting method, the population within source areas is spatially apportioned into the target areas based on how much of each source area falls within each target area [16]. This method does not use any other geographic data and assumes that the population density is distributed evenly over the administrative units [17]. The gridded population data of the world (GPW, http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4) released by the Center for International Earth Science Information Network is one of the most widely used population datasets created by the areal weighting approach [16]. The main advantage of this method is the maintenance of the fidelity of the input data and can be easily updated [17]. However, its performance is dependent on the assumption of homogeneous population density, and in fact, the human beings are usually distributed in a non-uniform or clumped way [18]. Thus, although the areal weighting method is simple and requires very few variables, it is hard to reflect the details at a grid cell location and the accuracy of downscaling population products needs to be improved based on some other information.

The dasymetric mapping method was developed to improve the areal weighting method [19]. Census data are apportioned into each grid cell based on the weights derived from auxiliary data, and land cover data are the most widely used ancillary data for the implementation of the dasymetric mapping [8,20,21]. The global population dataset, LandScan (https://landscan.ornl.gov/), was created using a dasymetric mapping approach by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), USA. Different from the GPW product, a residential population dataset, the LandScan dataset represents an ambient population product, which means average population distribution over a 24-h time period [18]. Ambient population density is a temporally averaged measure of population density that incorporates human mobility, which takes into account where people work, relax, commute, etc. Hence, it can be a more useful representation for many applications such as hazard loss assessment and crime analysis [22]. In addition, the WorldPop dataset (www.worldpop.org/) used random forest model to disaggregate population from census data, providing a finer population grid at 100 × 100 m resolution [18,19]. The dasymetric mapping method can combine multi-source data for population estimation, but some auxiliary data may not be available at large ranges, and the determination of the weight for each variable is complicated and time-consuming [5]. In addition, both the dasymetric mapping and area weighting methods might be affected by the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) [23,24], which arises as a result of statistical analysis by being performed on different combinations of aggregated data with scale effects and different subzones [2,3].

To overcome the drawbacks of the abovementioned methods and improve the accuracy of population data products, some new remotely sensed data were utilized to create more effective and robust spatial statistical models to characterize population distribution over an area better [5,25,26]. Land cover data were primarily used in the modeling of the spatial distribution of population in early
years \[6,8,15,27\], but the resultant population density is limited in accuracy due to the insufficient characterization of human activities in the land cover data. One improvement is the use of nighttime light (NTL) imagery in the modeling of population density over a large area \[5,10,20,24,26,28–30\]. For instance, NTL data from Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s Operational Line-Scan System (DMSP-OLS), sensors have been used extensively as a proxy of human activities, but the use is hampered by several limitations, including insufficient dynamic range, blooming effect, and saturation effect \[31–33\]. The National Polar-Orbiting Partnership/Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suit (NPP/VIIRS) is a new generation sensor and the 16-bit NPP/VIIRS DNB data have great improvement in spatial and radiometric resolution \[34\]. Thus, the NPP/VIIRS DNB can better identify weak light sources and is more suitable for estimating socioeconomic \[35,36\] and population distribution \[26,37\]. However, it is worth noting that the use of NTL data in the modeling of population distribution may lead to underestimation in rural areas, especially in the rural villages and small towns of undeveloped countries, and thus they were mostly adopted to estimate the population in urban areas \[7,30,38,39\]. Besides, using NTL data alone may lead to unreasonable estimation in some specific areas, for example, some researchers reported the overestimation in commercial zones and underestimation in residential areas affected by the lamp types and lamp density \[40\], and the overestimation in urban green space affected by the blooming effect in the NTL data.

A recent trend is to incorporate NTL data together with some other data sources, to improve the estimation of population density further \[7,29\]. Besides the land cover data, vegetation index (VI) was also used in the estimation of population distribution, which can reduce down errors in the estimation of human settlements or built-up areas from NTL data \[41,42\]. For example, the human settlement index (HSI) \[41\] that incorporates DNB with VI was used to estimate the population of Zhejiang Province, China \[5\]. Speaking generally, integration of NTL, VI and land cover data can reveal more spatial variations of population distribution, but we still need to examine some drawbacks and problems deliberately. First, the ability of current methods is still insufficient to estimate the population in some small residential areas, particularly in rural or suburban areas because of very low nighttime light values in these areas, which made it hard to detect by NTL satellite sensors. Second, the human habitats in these areas are relatively small and often fragmented in rural areas, and difference of the NDVI or land cover types between the human habitats and the surrounding bare soil lands is relatively small. Therefore, using VI or land cover data to estimate the population distribution in these areas may cause large deviations. Third, radiance variations within rural and suburban areas are suppressed \[43\], and consequently, if only using the NTL data for population estimation, there may be overestimation in urban areas while underestimation in suburbs and countryside villages. Finally, the NTL and VI are very susceptible to other factors such as economic development levels, leading to some unreasonable estimation of population distribution \[44\].

This study intends to incorporate NPP-VIIRS DNB, MODIS VI, and LST, and land cover data into the modeling of population density over a large area to overcome the aforementioned disadvantages and drawbacks in the use of NTL data for the estimation of population density. A case study in Sichuan Province, China with our proposed model is to be implemented and presented in Section 3 to demonstrate the usefulness of our model, and finally discussion and conclusion are described respectively in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Data and Method

2.1. Data Collection and Preprocessing

The remotely sensed data used in this study include NPP/VIIRS DNB, MODIS NDVI, and LST, and 30m FROM-GLC (Finer Resolution Observation and Monitoring of Global Land Cover) data. The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model (DEM) data covering the study area and related census data are also collected. All the remote sensing image data were downloaded and preprocessed using the Google Earth Engine (GEE). GEE is a cloud-based geospatial
processing platform supported by Google’s cloud infrastructure that provides free PB-level global scale geoscience data [45,46]. The computation in GEE is based on automated parallel processing of Google infrastructure, which significantly improves the efficiency of the data processing [47,48].

The NPP-VIIRS DNB composite data with a spatial resolution of 15 arc-seconds (about 500 m) were produced by the National Geophysical Data Center, NOAA, USA (https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html) [40]. As a preliminary product, they contain light intensity from human activity areas, fires, gas flares, volcanoes, and auroras [44,49]. Some pixels with negative values in the NPP-VIIRS data may be caused by the background noise of the data [29], and there are some abnormal big pixel values in the original NPP-VIIRS data, which may be associated with the light reflected by high reflectance surfaces (e.g., snow-capped mountains). Therefore, the original NPP-VIIRS data have to be corrected as follows. First, the VIIRS-DNB images for 12 months of the year were averaged so that each pixel in the image represents the annual average brightness to address the issue of abrupt brightness [50]. Second, the maximum light intensity value of the most developed cities was selected as the maximum value for all the pixels in the study area, and those values larger than it were replaced by the maximum value [51]. Furthermore, the pixels with negative values were replaced with zero value [29]. However, small light values in water and snow areas still existed in the images. Since these values are irrelevant to human activities and maybe resulted from the reflected moonlight at night by water bodies, the water and snow mask created from the FROM-GLC data were applied to remove these noises by setting their pixel values as zero. After the preprocessing abovementioned, the VIIRS-DNB data were re-projected into Albers conical equal-area (ACEA) projection and resampled to 250 m images using the bilinear interpolation algorithm.

The 16-days Terra MODIS NDVI products (MOD13Q1) at a spatial resolution of 250 m were created from atmospherically corrected bidirectional surface reflectance and masked for water, cloud, heavy aerosol, and cloud shadows [52,53]. In order to eliminate the impact of bare soil, cloud contamination and solar elevation angles, maximum value composition (MVC) method was applied to create an annual maximal NDVI image, and they were also projected into the ACEA projection using the nearest-neighbor algorithm [33]. The MODIS LST data are the MOD11A2 that provides an average 8-day land surface temperature in a 1200 × 1200 m grid [33]. Each pixel value in MOD11A2 is a simple average of all the corresponding MOD11A1 LST pixels collected within that 8-day period. The annual mean composition was applied to create a mean LST image of a year, which enables to simulate the ground surface temperature and reduce the sensitivity of the LST to seasonal variations [54]. If a certain pixel has a value on several dates, the average is applied to them, and if it has a value only at one date, the value of that date is used as the synthesized value of the pixel in question. This processing can also fill in those missing values and eliminate outliers effectively. Finally, the mean LST imagery was then re-projected into the ACEA projection using the nearest-neighbor algorithm and resampled to a 250-m resolution. It should be mentioned that nearest-neighbor algorithm was selected to resample NDVI and LST images for the reason that LST and NDVI have explicit physical meanings, and the values are very sensitive to changes over land cover types. Therefore, we use the nearest-neighbor algorithm to try to keep the original values after resampling the NDVI and LST images.

The SRTM/DEM v3 product (SRTM Plus) provided by NASA JPL is at a resolution of one arc-second, approximately 30 m [55]. The DEM data were re-projected into the ACEA projection and resampled to 250 m using the bilinear interpolation algorithm, which can maintain smoother interpolation in the resampling.

In addition, Land cover data, the 30 m FROM-GLC 2015 were used as reference data with which to validate the performance of the vegetation temperature light population index (VTLPI). The classification system includes 10 types of land covers, including cropland, forest, grassland, wetland, water, tundra, impervious surface, bare land, and cloud [56]. The FROM-GLC data covering the study area were clipped and re-projected to the same projection system. The impervious surface class of FROM-GLC data was used as the urban class in this study, and the percentages within 250-m
urban grid cells were calculated for each pixel and the urban fraction image was formed with the pixel values ranging from 0 to 1.

2.2. Vegetation Temperature Light Population Index

Since different remotely sensed data have their own advantages and can offer different information for characterizing population distribution, the combination of multi-source data could provide a more accurate estimation of population density than individual sensor data [41]. Therefore, we will examine the combination of different remote sensing data and create a new and effective index for the estimation of population density.

The NTL images are one of the most important data to reveal population activity and our proposed method uses NPP VIIRS DNB data for population estimation. However, as we already mentioned in the section of the introduction, because of the imbalance in radiance distribution of NPP VIIRS DNB data, the population density may be overestimated in urban areas and underestimated in suburbs and rural villages. To this end, we use the square root transformation to smooth this effect [43,44]. As can be seen in Figure 1, the radiance jump within the downtowns in the study area has been suppressed and the radiance variance outside the city has been enhanced after the square root transformation.

Figure 1. Latitudinal transects of DNB (a) and SQRT DNB (b) for the Chengdu City (left column) and the Wenchuan county (right column) along the transect line in the top RGB color composite images (R=DNB, G=SQRT DNB, and B=NDVI). The bottom curves indicate more variations in the areas with low NTL values after the transformation.

For example, before the transformation, the maximum light value at the longitude of 104.04°E inside the city is nearly 60 times the light value at the longitude of 103.62°E in the suburbs. However, after the transformation, the difference of the transformed NTL values between these two locations is only about 14 times. If the original NTL data are directly used to estimate population density, it tends to distribute the population excessively into the urban area. Therefore, using the transformed NTL data to estimate the population density will alleviate the overestimating problem in the urban area. As a result, the NPP/VIIRS DNB radiance after the transformation has distinct variations and the human activities with small NTL values can be detected better by using the transformed NTL images.
especially in the suburbs and rural areas. In addition, some areas such as airports and tall buildings have extremely high DNB values [57], which may lead to the overestimation of the population in these areas, and the square root transformation can also remove the impact of this phenomenon [44].

Although NTL is a good indicator for human activity, demographic information reflected by the NTL data alone is insufficient. VI can reflect human activities and quantify land cover properties [33], and usually negatively correlated with urban impervious surfaces [58]. A high fraction of settlements has larger digital number (DN) values in NTL imagery and smaller DN values in NDVI imagery. Hence, the combination of VI and NTL has been used together for extracting the impervious layers and urban ranges [41]. Some studies combine NTL with land cover data and VI data for urban studies and population estimates.

As an important environmental variable, LST is also closely related to different land covers and is therefore widely used in land use and land cover classification [59] as well as urban extraction [33,60,61]. However, there are still few studies using LST to enhance the estimation of population density. Thus, we intend to explore the incorporation of LST information into the new index formation to estimate population density mainly for the following reasons. Previous research has proven that there is a significant temperature gradient between urban and rural areas [62]. Therefore, LST can reflect urban-rural differences. At the same time, the correlation between LST and impervious surface area (ISA) is significant [63], and the proportion of ISA can show the mixed land use types in urban areas. Therefore, LST can reflect the spatial distribution of the population. In addition, human habitats in rural areas often have similar NDVI values with surrounding rural areas, but due to differences in heat exchange, LST in urban environment varies widely. Therefore, the LST information can enhance the distinguishing of the impervious layer both in urban and rural areas, and thus can reflect the difference in population distribution between urban and rural areas. In addition, the relationship between LST and VI is closely related to urban land use types and can be used to assist in land cover mapping and land use change analysis. This relationship is represented by the LST-NDVI feature space. Since different land covers are situated in different locations in the LST-NDVI feature space [64–67], the ratio between the LST and NDVI can increase the ability to identify features [66,68,69] and has proven to be an effective aggregate measure for large-scale land cover classification. Therefore, the difference of population distribution in different land cover types can be detected and the accuracy of the estimation of population density is expected to be improved by using the ratio between the LST and NDVI.

Furthermore, although the blooming effect of VIIRS data has significantly been removed [70], some green lands in the central urban areas may still be affected by the surrounding built-up areas that have much higher NTL values, resulting in the overestimation of the population in the green land. Such problems can be resolved to some extent by the ratio of LST and NDVI. For example, the urban built-up area has a higher LST but lower NDVI, while the vegetation area—such as urban green space, farmland, forestland, etc.—is the opposite. In addition, some bare soil areas have lower NDVI values, but generally also have lower LST values than built-up areas. The usefulness of LST in the modeling of population can be illustrated in Figure 2. It is seen that the NDVI values decreased around the locations of A, B, and C, where are located the snow-covered areas or bare hilly areas with smaller NDVI values. If only using VI and NTL to estimate the population density, it may lead to overestimation according to the decrease of the NDVI values in these three areas. Considering the temperatures in these areas are also relatively low, the overestimation can be reduced down to a large extent with the introduction of LST information into the modeling. Thus, we developed a new index termed vegetation temperature light population index (VTLPI) by combining the ratio between the LST and NDVI with VIIRS/DNB data in our study.

\[
\text{VTLPI} = \frac{\sqrt{\text{DNB}_{\text{norm}}} \cdot \text{NDVI}_{\text{max}}}{\text{LST}_{\text{norm}}} \]

(1)

where DNB\text{norm} denotes the normalized DNB. NDVI\text{max} and LST\text{norm} are the maximum composite NDVI and normalized LST, respectively. It should be mentioned that the use of NDVI is not a general requirement and other vegetation indices (e.g., enhanced vegetation index, EVI) can be used in the
formation of VTLPI. To keep all data sources in the same range between 0 and 1, the LST image is normalized with Equation (2).

\[
LST_{\text{norm}} = \frac{LST - LST_{\text{min}}}{LST_{\text{max}} - LST_{\text{min}}}
\]

(2)

where \(LST_{\text{norm}}\) is the normalized LST with range [0,1], and \(LST\) is the original LST. \(LST_{\text{min}}, LST_{\text{max}}\) is the minimum LST and maximum LST, respectively. Similarly, the DNB image is also normalized using Equation (3).

\[
\sqrt{\text{DNB}_{\text{norm}}} = \frac{\sqrt{\text{DNB}} - \sqrt{\text{DNB}_{\text{min}}}}{\sqrt{\text{DNB}_{\text{max}}} - \sqrt{\text{DNB}_{\text{min}}}}
\]

(3)

where \(\text{DNB}_{\text{norm}}\) is the normalized DNB with range [0,1], and \(\text{DNB}\) is the original DNB. \(\text{DNB}_{\text{min}}, DNB_{\text{max}}\) is the minimum and maximum DNB, respectively.

Figure 2. Color composite images (R=LST, G=DNB, B=NDVI) (top) and latitudinal transects (bottom) in the Chengdu City, China. It is seen that the NDVI values decreased at the locations of A, B, and C. The white dots on the transect line corresponds to the three locations A, B, and C.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed VTLPI index in reflecting human activities, a transect profile from the west to east on the false color composite image (R=DNB, G=Urban percentage and B=VTLPI) of the Chengdu City was generated (Figure 3). It can be seen in Figure 3 that the proposed VTLPI index is more sensitive to changes in human activities and urban components than the DNB, and the urban percentage is well correlated with the VTLPI. Therefore, the VTLPI index can reflect the spatial distribution characteristics of the population in different regions and increase the details of population changes, and as a result, it can offer a better modeling of population distribution.
2.3. Elevation Correction of VTLPI

Due to the heterogeneity of urbanization among different regions, the models for population estimation in different sub-regions should be adjusted and optimized [40]. The incorporation of VI might introduce the VTLPI values over unlit areas at high elevation or with densely vegetated areas that are general not habitable. Consequently, the VTLPI may result in the overestimation of population density in high altitude areas. Therefore, considering the correlation between population distribution and elevation, a zonal modeling strategy was used to reduce the geographic difference of land covers and customize model parameters for local regions [8]. The elevation correction method proposed by Yang et al. [5] is modified and adapted to enhance the accuracy of population estimation in mountainous areas. Therefore, before the proposed index VTLPI is used to model the spatial distribution of population, we apply the elevation correction to the index VTLPI. Assuming that there is a threshold elevation value \( D \), it can be used to classify all the census units in the study area into region A (where average elevation values are greater than \( D \)) and region B (where average elevation values are smaller than \( D \)).

![Figure 3. Color composite images (R=DNB, G=Urban percentage and B=VTLPI) (top) and latitudinal transects (bottom) in Chengdu City, China.](image)

According to Yang et al. [5], the \( D \) value was subjectively decided based on a visual check to the scatterplot between the population density and averaged DEM values of the counties in question. To derive this parameter better, we proposed a quantitative partitioning method in our study, finding an optimal \( D \) value to achieve maximum correlative coefficients in both regions A and B. Starting with a small value of \( D \), then increase it gradually with a certain step. For each \( D \) value, the administrative units for population census are grouped into regions A (\( \geq D \)) and region B (\(<D\)) based on the average elevation of the census unit (e.g., county). The correlation coefficient between the elevation and natural
log-transformed population density in areas A and B is calculated, respectively, $r_A$ and $r_B$, and then $r_{sum}$ is obtained by summing the absolute values of these two coefficients. The $D$ value that achieves maximum $r_{sum}$ is adopted finally to perform the elevation correction. After that, the exponential regression model can be created between population density and mean elevation of each census unit in Region A (e.g., county) as Equation (4).

$$ POP = \alpha \ast e^{-C \ast H} $$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\alpha$ is the constant coefficient of the regression equation, $C$ is the coefficient for elevation correction, $H$ is averaged elevation of each census unit in Region A, and $POP$ is averaged population of each census unit. Consequently, the VTLPI can be modified to remove the elevation effect in region A using Equation (5).

$$ VTLPI_{corr} = \sqrt{DNB_{nor} \ast NDVI_{max} \ast LST_{nor} \ast e^{-C \ast H}} $$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $VTLPI_{corr}$ is the elevation corrected VTLPI, $C$ is the coefficient for elevation correction, and $H$ is averaged elevation of each census unit in Region A.

### 2.4. Modeling of Population Density based on VTLPI

Based on the proposed VTLPI index, two least square regression (LSR) models for estimating county-level population density at region A and region B are created to characterize the relationship quantitatively between the population density and the average VTLPI of each census unit (e.g., county). After masking the water bodies and snow areas, the average VTLPI values over a county is calculated from the elevation corrected VTLPI images.

$$ x_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N_i} DN_{ij}}{N_i} $$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $x_i$ is the average VTLPI of $i$-th county, $DN_{ij}$ is the VTLPI of pixel $j$ in the county $i$, and $N_i$ is the total number of the pixels at county $i$.

It has been proved that LSR in population modeling can achieve better stability, robustness, and predictive capacity at both local and regional levels than other models such as geographically weighted regression (GWR) models [30]. The cross-validation strategy is adopted to select the most appropriate regression equations to guarantee them to work efficiently and prevent overfitting. For every region, the census data are randomly divided into two parts, 70% for training and 30% for testing, and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) calculated from the testing data set is used as a criterion to decide on the selection of an optimal model. The sample dataset is scrambled multiple times, and the training set as well as the testing set is reselected, and the RMSE is re-calculated every time. Finally, the models with the smallest average RMSE are chosen to predict population density in the study area.

The selected regression models are used to predict the spatial distribution of population density in the region A and region B. In the county level, the modeled total population may not exactly equal to the corresponding census values of the same counties, especially when the regression models are nonlinear. Hence, the estimated total population should be further calibrated using the census data to obtain the population density value for each grid of each county [10,25]

$$ y_{cij} = y_{ij} \ast \frac{POP_i}{ESPOP_i} $$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $y_{ij}$ and $y_{cij}$ are the population density of grid $j$ in county $i$ before and after calibration, respectively. $POP_i$ is the census population in county $i$ and $ESPOP_i$ is the total estimated population of county $i$ before calibration.
2.5. Validation

Accuracy assessment is a critical step for population estimation. Besides $R^2$ and RMSE, the mean relative error (MRE) is a good indicator to quantify the performance of the model [5,59,71] and calculated using Equation (8).

$$MRE = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |(RE_i)|}{n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The RE is the ratio of the difference between the estimated and census population to the census population at county $i$, and $n$ is the total number of counties in the study area. Median absolute relative error (MdRE) is also used in this study because the MRE is sensitive to extreme values. To evaluate the proposed index VTLPI, the two state-of-the-art regression models for population estimation, DNB-based [26,38,72,73] and HSI-based [5,20] as well as other publicized population products are chosen for comparison, and the township-level sampling surveyed data are used as reference to validate the modeling results.

3. Results

3.1. Implementation of the Proposed Model

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, a case study in Sichuan Province of China, where people are in high risk of earthquakes and the frightened Wenchuan earthquake took place in the west of the Chengdu City on May 12, 2008, has been implemented and presented in this section using the related data of the year 2015. Sichuan province consists of 181 counties in total and the county-level sampling surveyed population data in these counties were used as initial input in our study. The population sampling survey work was conducted in 2015 covering a population of about 14 million, and the smallest spatial unit for population data gathering is township. It should be mentioned that the sampling census data used in this study were the resident population instead of the household registration population. According to the definition, the resident population refers to the population who live at home all the time or at home for more than six months, including immigrants.

The terrain of Sichuan Province is very complex, and mountains, plateaus, and hills account for 97.46% of the total land area of the province. In the elevation correction, we set an initial value of 0 m for $D$ and increase it by a step of 500 m, to calculate the correlation coefficients of region A and region B as well as $r_{sum}$ at each $D$ value (Figure A1). It can be seen in Figure A1 that when $D$ equals to about 2500 m, $r_{sum}$ reaches the maximum, so we finally selected 2500 m for the parameter $D$. The counties with an average elevation above 2500 m were categorized into region A, including 37 counties, and the rest of 146 counties make up of region B (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Location in China (a) and the elevation map of Sichuan Province (b). Region A includes the counties bounded with the black line, and Region B is composed of the rest counties of Sichuan.

Figure 5 showed the relationship between the population density and mean elevation at the county level in Region A. Same as the finding in reference [5], the relationship can be described by the $e$-based exponential function. Based on the regression analysis, it was observed that the population density and elevation were highly correlated with $R^2$ of 0.73. $C$ was a coefficient decided by the relationship between the population density and averaged elevation of each county in region A, and the value -0.001 is assigned to $C$ based on the statistical analysis (Figure 5) and used to calibrate the VTLPI in region A using Equation (5).

Figure 5. Correlation between the average elevation and population density of 37 counties in Region A.

The correlation between VTLPI, HSI, and VIIRS/DNB and natural logarithm-transformed population density at the county-level in Sichuan Province is illustrated in Figure 6 in which the blue dots belong to region A and red dots belong to Region B. It can be seen that the correlation between the population density and the three indices can be significantly improved after the elevation correction with the $R^2$ of VTLPI-based regression model increasing from 0.10 to 0.64.

After the elevation correction in region A, the relationships between the population density and the averaged VTLPI values at the county level in the two regions are illustrated in Figure A2, and it can be described by the quadratic function after making a cross-validation comparison with other
models such as linear, exponential and logarithmic models. Statistical evaluation of our proposed model indicated that the selected regression models were statistically significant based on F-test at less than 0.0001 (Table 1). The $R^2$ in regions A and B are 0.807 and 0.983, respectively.

**Table 1.** Statistical assessment of the proposed models based on the training data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Selected Regression Model</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MRE</th>
<th>MdRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$PD = -9E06 VTLPI^2 + 46122 VTLPI + 1.2$</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>60.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>206.46</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$PD = 10170 VTLPI^2 + 10371 VTLPI - 7.3$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>4231.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6.](image)

Figure 6. Scatterplots between the VTLPI, HSI, and DNB values and the county-level population density before (top) and after (bottom) the elevation correction. The solid line indicates the correlative analysis for the total counties, the dash line for the region A, and the short dash line for region B.

The MRE is 0.26 and the MdRE is 0.19, which might mean that the population density was accurately estimated with our models in most counties. The population density at the 250m grid level of Sichuan province in 2015 is shown in Figure 7, and it can be seen that the result accurately reflects the population diversity in Sichuan Province. The spatial distribution of the population was uneven and the population density decreased in turn in the east, south and west. The western mountainous areas were very sparsely populated in 2015 while the eastern plains and hilly areas were relatively much densely populated. The Chengdu City had the highest population density in Sichuan and several satellite cities around the Chengdu downtown, about 10 kilometers away from the city center, also had high population density. The population density had spatially decreased sharply from the inside to outside of the City.

### 3.2. Accuracy Assessment

The sampling survey work was conducted in Sichuan Province in 2015 and the population data of totally 3285 townships were investigated and collected, among which 2000 townships and sub-districts were randomly selected for assessing the accuracy of our proposed model. The relationship between the VTLPI-modeled population density and sampling surveyed population density is illustrated in Figure 8a. The modeled population density well correlated with the census data and our model...
achieved a reasonable estimation of population density, both in the western mountainous area and the eastern plains and hilly area. When the sampling surveyed population density of the 2000 townships was used as reference, the determination coefficient of $R^2$ is 0.91, the RMSE is 212 person/km$^2$, the MAR is 0.29 and the MdRE is 0.12.

![Figure 7. Modeled population density at 250m grid cell (persons/km$^2$) in Sichuan in 2015.](image)

### 3.3. Comparison with Other Methods

#### 3.3.1. Comparative Analysis at the County and Township Levels

To fully evaluate the proposed index VTLPI, we selected two existing methods, DNB-based [26,38,72,73] and HSI-based [5] for comparison. The same input dataset and training samples of our VTLPI-based model were adopted to implement these two models, and the elevation correction was performed for each model. Comparative analysis of the three models (Table 2) indicated that all the three models had good performance ($R^2 \geq 0.7$), and our VTLPI-based model appears to be the best one with $R^2$ of 0.91 and RMSE of 206.46 person/km$^2$. Moreover, the VTLPI-based estimate achieved the smallest MRE and MdRE—0.26, and, 0.19 respectively—which proved that the VTLPI-based model had the best performance in the estimation of population density at the county level among the three regression methods.
Figure 8. Scatterplots of the estimated and the census population density at the township level. A natural logarithm transformation was performed for the population density data.

Table 2. Regression models developed using three variables and their accuracy assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Best Regression Model</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MRE</th>
<th>MdRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VTLPI</td>
<td>PD_a=−9E06VTLPI$^2$+46122VTLPI+1.2</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>206.46</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PD_b=10170VTLPI$^2$+10371VTLPI−7.3</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI</td>
<td>PD_a=−121943HSI$^2$+8166HSI−10.7</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>358.74</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PD_b=52949HSI$^2$+1725HSI−347.2</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNB</td>
<td>PD_a=−1E10DNB$^2$+1E06DNB+3.9</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>262.14</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PD_b=67208DNB$^2$+64354DNB+289</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: PD_a and PD_b represent the population density at region A and B, respectively.

After building the three regression models using the same county-level census data, the sampling survey population data of 2000 townships and sub-districts were used to assess the performance of the three models (VTLPI-, DNB-, and HSI-based) and the three datasets, the LandScan (https://landscan.ornl.gov), WorldPop (https://www.worldpop.org/), and GPW (http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4).

Moreover, the model fittings between the estimated and the surveyed population density at the township level for the six population data products were examined for the purpose of comparison (Table 3, Figure 8). The VTLPI-based approach achieved significantly higher accuracy with the $R^2$ of 0.91 than the other five data products. It is clear that the VTLPI-based population data product has the best performance, and the RMSE, MAE, and MdRE are 212.31 person/km$^2$, 0.29, and 0.12, respectively.

Table 3. Accuracy assessment results in township.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Data Products</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MdRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VTLPI-based</td>
<td>212.31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNB-based</td>
<td>231.99</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI-based</td>
<td>352.00</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LandScan</td>
<td>348.05</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorldPop</td>
<td>312.34</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPW</td>
<td>329.92</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The box plot in Figure 9 showed the RE values of the modeled population density and the three population products. The lower whisker and upper whisker represent the 5th percentiles and the 95th percentiles, respectively. A quick visual check indicated that VTLPI-based estimation achieved a much better result than the other five results, and the relative errors lie in the second narrowest range. Although the WorldPop dataset achieved the narrowest RE distribution, it has obvious negative bias, which means underestimation of population density. The RE values of HSI- and DNB-based estimations have similar distributing patterns, but HSI-based estimation has the largest error range in the six estimations. It is also seen in Figure 9 that the population density in most townships was relatively underestimated in the LandScan, WorldPop, and GPW products.

Figure 9. Box plot of RE of the six estimated population density at the township level.

3.3.2. Comparison of Specific Spatial Locations

All the six population data products were re-projected into ACEA projection and resampled to 250 m images using the bilinear interpolation algorithm. It is seen in Figure 10 that compared with the LandScan, GPW, and WorldPop datasets, the population data products that were generated by the three regression models (Figure 10a–c) can offer larger spatial variations in the modeled population density in Chengdu City.
It can be seen that the VTLPI-based population density in the suburban areas is the highest and greater than 500 person/km², which is consistent with the actual population distribution characterized by the census data (Figure 10). The suburban population density predicted by the other five products is relatively smaller. Two population datasets, LandScan and WorldPop, both using dasymetric mapping method, had similar spatial patterns of population density (e.g., areas with greater than 1000 person/km²). However, both the spatial distribution and the density values are obviously different from the actual population distribution in the Chengdu metropolitan area. Moreover, the population density of the two population products on both sides of the roads is abnormally large in these two data products. Compared with the LandScan data, the WorldPop data could provide more spatial details of population distribution. The GPW data had the lowest accuracy on the pixel scale because of the limitation of the areal weighting method that we already mentioned in the section of the introduction. The HSI-based model underestimated population density in the suburban areas, and the population distribution showed big variation in the rural areas, which is not the regular pattern of population distribution in Sichuan. Furthermore, HSI is particularly sensitive to the change of NDVI [57], leading to some unreasonable overestimation, especially in the areas with lower DNB values. As showed in Figure 10c, NDVI was unexpectedly small in the rural areas (e.g., on the side of the roads) and the estimated population density was over 1000 persons/km². Similar phenomena appeared in bare mountains where the population density even exceeded that in some urban areas. Although the population density modeled by DNB was relatively reasonable in the rural areas, it could not reveal many details especially in urban core areas because of the limitation of DNB data such as blooming phenomenon. Among the three population data products estimated by VTLPI, HSI, and DNB, the population densities in the Shuangliu International Airport were the highest, 49,063; 176,406; and 124,029 persons/km², respectively. It is obvious that VTLPI could effectively suppress overestimation caused by the excessive NTL values resulted from some external factors such as economic development level or special needs of light in some places (e.g., airport, large transportation hubs).

Three latitudinal profiles of the population density images estimated by the VTLPI-based, HSI-based, and DNB-based models were also created to conduct a comparative study (Figure A3). It can be seen that the trends of population density distribution along the profiles using the three regression models were quite similar. However, the DNB-estimated population density had smaller variability in the urban core area, and the population density was overestimated in some urban green spaces (Figure A3a–f). These areas were less populated but had higher light values affected by the

Figure 10. Census data map and six population data products of the Chengdu City generated by the three regression models, (a) VTLPI, (b) DNB, (c) HSI, and the three products, (d) LandScan, (e) WorldPop, and (f) GPW.
blooming effect from adjacent pixels. The population density estimated using the VTLPI and HSI around these pixels obviously decreased. This indicated that the integration of LST and VI data could prevent the overestimation of population density derived from single DNB data in certain places.

The spatial distribution of population density in the Wenchuan County in Sichuan province is examined (Figure A4) and similar improvements in the estimation of population density were observed in this county. Details of the comparison are presented in Appendix A.4.

4. Discussion

4.1. Performance of VTLPI for Population Estimation

Based on the assessment in Section 3, VTLPI-based estimation achieved a better result at county, town, and grid levels, and could offer a much richer spatial variation of population distribution in both rural and urban areas. The VTLPI-based model removed some drawbacks of DNB-based [38,72,73] and HSI-based [5,20] or those combined methods, in which the booming effect of NTL, economic developing levels, and bright facilities (e.g., airports, overpasses) can lead to over- or under-estimation of population density. The effect of using VTLPI to estimate the population mainly lies in two points, adding LST information and square root transformation of the light data. Compared with HSI and DNB, the VTLPI-based regression model significantly inhibits the overestimation in airport areas and urban green areas (Figures 10 and A3). However, both VTLPI and HSI use VI as an essential variable for population estimation, in which the premise is that vegetation coverage and NDVI values are much smaller in towns and villages, but the NDVI values in human settlements in arid regions such as deserts and oasis are even larger than the bare lands. Consequently, the proposed method might lead to overestimation in the oasis and desert areas. We also found that our VTLPI-based model might overestimate the population density at some factories with high temperatures, such as power plants.

Moreover, this study also proved that the elevation correction could significantly improve the accuracy of population density estimation. After the elevation correction in Region A in our study, the determinant coefficient $R^2$ for the VTLPI-based regression model was enhanced from 0.52 to 0.80, and RMSE was declined from 8.47 to 5.54. Most of the human settlements are in lower elevations [5,14], thus the correction is necessary for population estimation, especially in high altitudes or mountains.

Future work may incorporate some social sensing data such as POI data and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) tracking data into the modeling of population density to create dynamic population distribution, termed ambient population data, to meet the requirements of some applications such as earthquake loss assessment.

4.2. Regression Analysis Versus Dasymetric Mapping

Regression analysis and dasymetric mapping are two mainstream methods for population estimation over a large area. Speaking generally, in the case of having other auxiliary data and sufficient labor and material resources, dasymetric mapping can be used to obtain a finer scale population density. It can more easily combine multi-source remote sensing data, and various social sensing data, such as point-of-interest (POI) points, GNSS positioning data, etc. However, these data usually can only be obtained at small scales (such as a certain city). Therefore, when the dasymetric mapping is used for large-scale mapping, it may be less accurate in some areas due to the lack of detailed and complete auxiliary data. As shown in the Figure 10e, although the resolution of WorldPop dataset (https://www.worldpop.org/) is 100 × 100 m, it can be seen that in some areas, the population distribution presenting regular blocks (the scale much larger than 100 m), which is not consistent with the actual spatial distribution of the population. This may be directly affected by the auxiliary data with a relatively coarse resolution or grouping population numbers directly into administrative units. In addition, the process of determining the weights of different variables is often very complicated, and sometimes the weights do not conform to the patterns of population distribution. For example, the distance from the road network is often an important variable in the dasymetric mapping. As can
be seen in Figure 10d,e, the population density obtained by the dasymetric mapping is significantly higher nearby the roads. More and more studies used random forest algorithm to get the weight to redistribute the population \([20,23,74,75]\), but this method still requires further mechanistic explanation.

Compared with the dasymetric mapping, regression analysis relies on statistical models that are more suitable for population mapping in cases where auxiliary data are difficult to obtain, and it is much easier to be implemented when the derivatives from remotely sensed imagery are used in the estimation of population density. For instance, the proposed VTLPI from multi-sensor data in this study can be well incorporated into the modeling of the population density of Sichuan Province. However, it is difficult for regression analysis to include some social sensing data into the estimation of the population because of their spatially discrete distribution.

This study also finds that the integration of land cover data with VIIRS DNB data did not significantly improve the accuracy of population estimation, different from some previous research \([10,30]\). That might be owed to the fact that the urban land covers were usually classified into one class, and the land cover data could not provide enough variations inside a city. For example, the FROM-GLC data simply classified almost the entire Chengdu City into the impervious surface. Moreover, land cover products often failed to reflect small village information, which leads to lower accuracy of rural population estimation.

Due to the above problems, it is necessary to integrate social sensing data and remote sensing data for population estimation. An effective population mapping method is to combine the dasymetric mapping with the regression analysis. First, in large areas (e.g., provinces) which lack sufficient auxiliary data, using remote sensing data to construct regression models to obtain coarse gridded population density. Second, the dasymetric mapping method can be used to further refine the previously obtained population density grids in a specific city with sufficient auxiliary data (e.g., POI data).

5. Conclusions

This study presented a robust mapping approach for population distribution based on multi-sensor remote sensing data. A new index VTLPI combining the NPP/VIIRS DNB, MODIS NDVI, and MODIS LST data was proposed and used to build the regression model for the estimation of the 250 m gridded population density. The proposed approach aims to avoid the overestimation of population density in urban areas and underestimation in suburbs and rural villages. A case study with our proposed method was implemented using the data of Sichuan Province, China in 2015. The results indicated that the estimated 250 m population density outperformed the results from DNB-based and HSI-based models as well as the three population datasets, LandScan data, WorldPop data, and GPW. The mean relative error and median absolute relative error at the town level are 0.29 and 0.12 respectively, and the RMSE is 212.31 persons/km\(^2\) when the census data of 2000 townships and sub-districts were used as reference. The results also demonstrated that the VTLPI-estimated population distribution had more spatial variations and richer information in both urban and rural areas, and could prevent the underestimation in the rural areas well, and the overestimation in the urban green spaces and facilities with a high density of lamps (e.g., airports, overpasses).

Future work may focus on incorporating multi-sensor data with social sensing data (e.g., POI) to estimate the dynamic variations of population distribution at a grid spatial resolution. We will extend the validation work to other areas such as Gansu and Xinjiang, where earthquake risk is relatively high and household or street census data should be collected to verify our VTLPI-based model better.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1 Determination of Parameter C

Figure A1. Relationship between $r_{sum}$ and $D$. It can be seen that the correlative coefficient $r_{sum}$ achieves maximum when approximately 2500m is assigned to $D$.

Appendix A.2 Regression Analysis in Region A and B

Figure A2. Modeling of the relationship between the corrected VTLPI and county-level census data in the two regions of the study area. The dots in (a) represent all the counties at region A and the dots in (b) represent those counties at region B.
Appendix A.3 The Latitudinal Transect in the Chengdu City

![Figure A3](image)

Figure A3. The color composite images (population density estimated using VTLPI, HSI, and DNB as R, G, and B), and the latitudinal transects of the three population density in Chengdu City. (a–f) images on the right are Google images in 2015 corresponding to the locations in latitudinal transects. The blue dots on the transect line corresponds to the six positions from a to f.

Appendix A.4 Comparison of Population Density in the Wenchuan County

It can be seen in Figure A4 that the population density of the majority of the Wenchuan township was greater than 30 persons/km$^2$ based on the VTLPI-estimated population and WorldPop products, which is well consistent with the census data. However, the population density of the WorldPop data in the central areas of the Wenchuan town was relatively higher than the VTLPI-modeled result, and the areas with a population density above 500 persons/km$^2$ are much larger than the VTLPI-estimated, which is not consistent with the actual population distribution in the census data. The other four population data products had significant underestimations in the central Wenchuan town and its suburbs (Figure A4b–d,f). It proved that our VTLPI-based model could enhance human activity information even in small habitats. Among the three population datasets, the LandScan and GPW products were not convincing in the Wenchuan area while the WorldPop dataset could provide more details in urban areas and reveal information of the small villages compared with the other two products (Figure A4e). In sum, our proposed VTLPI-based model can achieve a better estimation of the population density in the Wenchuan county, both in urban and rural areas.
Figure A4. Census data map and six population data products in the Wenchuan town generated by the three regression models, (a) VTLPI, (b) DNB, (c) HSI, and the three products, (d) LandScan, (e) WorldPop, and (f) GPW. The dots represent the central location of the villages in the Wenchuan County.
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